Directions
When approaching Bellingham from the north or south on Interstate 5, take Exit #252, marked Samish Way and W.W.U. Turn west onto Samish Way and follow the signs to Bill McDonald Parkway and the University campus.

For parking, call (360) 650-2945 or stop at the Visitor Center on campus.

Outdoor Sculpture Collection

A. Wight’s Triangle, Richard Serra
B. The Islands of the Rose Apple Tree, Anthony Caro
C. Log Ramps, Lloyd Hamrol
D. Normann Wedge, Beverly Pepper
E. Rock Rings, Nancy Holt
F. Untitled (Steam Work for Bellingham), Robert Morris
G. Carapata, John Koppelman
H. Alphabeta Cube, Fred Basseti
I. Manus, Magdalena Abakanowicz
J. Feats of Strength, Tom Otterness
K. Bank II, Mia Westerlund Rosen
L. Skyviewing Sculpture, Isamu Noguchi
M. Scepter, Steve Tibbetts
N. Totem, Norman Warsinske
O. Wall Reliefs, Norman Warsinske
P. India, Anthony Caro
Q. The Man Who Used to Hunt, Richard Beyer
R. Untitled (Box), Donald Judd
S. Curve / Diagonal, Robert Maki
T. For Handel, Mark di Suvero
U. Bayview Station, George Trakas
V. Rain Forest, James Fitzgerald
W. Western Gallery
X. Stadium Piece, Bruce Nauman
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